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ABSTRACT

Objectives: We describe the largest series of patients with TARDBP mutations presenting with
frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and review the cases in the literature to precisely characterize
FTD diseases associated with this genotype.

Methods: The phenotypic characteristics of 29 TARDBP patients, including 10 new French and
Dutch cases and 19 reviewed from the literature, were evaluated.

Results: The most frequent phenotype was a behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD),
but a significant proportion (40%) of our patients had semantic (svFTD) or nonfluent variants (nfvFTD)
at onset; and svFTD was significantly more frequent in TARDBP carriers than in other FTD genotypes
(p , 0.001). Remarkably, only a minority (40%) of our patients secondarily developed amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS). Two patients carried a homozygous mutation but strikingly different phenotypes (bvFTD and ALS) indicating that homozygosity does not result in a specific phenotype. Earlier
age at onset in children than parent’s generations, mimicking an apparent “anticipation” (21.8 6 9.3
years, p 5 0.001), and possible reduced penetrance were present in most families.
Conclusions: This study enlarges the phenotypic spectrum of TARDBP and will have important clinical
implications: (1) FTD can be the only clinical manifestation of TARDBP mutations; (2) Initial language or
semantic disorders might be indicative of a specific genotype; (3) Mutations should be searched in all
FTD phenotypes after exclusion of major genes, even in the absence of ALS in the proband or in family
history; (4) reduced penetrance and clinical variability should be considered to deliver appropriate
genetic counseling. Neurol Genet 2016;2:e80; doi: 10.1212/NXG.0000000000000080
GLOSSARY
ALS 5 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CBS 5 corticobasal syndrome; FBI 5 Frontal Behavioral Inventory; FTD 5 frontotemporal dementia; 99mTc-ECD 5 99mTc-ethylcysteinate dimer; nfvFTD 5 nonfluent variant of frontotemporal dementia;
svFTD 5 semantic variant of frontotemporal dementia.

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is characterized by behavioral and language disorders. Predominant symptoms at onset define 3 clinical variants: behavioral (bvFTD), agrammatical/nonfluent
(nfvFTD), and semantic (svFTD) variants of FTD.1,2 FTD and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) are occasionally associated in patients or within a family, and both disorders share common
genetic etiologies, the most frequent one being the C9orf72 GGGGCC repeat expansion.3,4
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Figure 1

Pedigrees of the 8 families carrying TARDBP mutations (A) and pathologic examination of patient M008015-001 (B)

(A) Pedigrees of the 8 families carrying TARDBP mutations. Probands are indicated with an arrow. Individuals are represented by a diamond to preserve
confidentiality. All affected members are represented in black. Individuals with an uncertain phenotype are represented in gray. AO 5 age at onset; AAD 5
age at death; CA 5 current age; the phenotypes are indicated for each affected individual. Genotypes are indicated for the individuals for whom DNA was
available. Family F242: The obligate transmitter parent (004) died of suicide at age 68. Family 389: The mutation was not detected in 007, indicating that
the transmitter was 006 who presented with isolated amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) at age 73 and died at age 74. One sibling (011) developed bulbar
ALS without dementia at age 57. (B) Pathologic examination of patient M008015-001. Immunohistochemistry with TDP-43 and p62 antibodies showed
TDP-43-positive neuronal inclusions in the hippocampus (a, b) and putamen (c); cytoplasmic p62-positive neuronal inclusions in the frontal cortex (d),
hippocampus (e), medulla (f), and glial inclusions in the cerebellum (g).

TARDBP mutations explain ;3% of familial ALS.5 More than 30 pathogenic missense
mutations, mostly clustered in exon 6, have
been identified so far. The majority causes
2

isolated ALS, but rare patients presenting
dementia or atypical parkinsonism have been
reported.5 In this article, we describe the largest
series of TARDBP carriers presenting with FTD
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Phenotypic characteristics and genotypes of ours series and the previously reported frontotemporal dementia (FTD) cases carrying TARDBP mutations

Our series, 8
families

Families

Patients

TARDBP
mutations

Other FTD or ALS
genes analysesa

Geographic
origin

AAO,
y

Initial symptoms

Initial FTD
subtype

Final clinical
diagnosis

ALS subtype (age
at onset of ALS)

Other
symptoms

Disease duration, y
(†age at death, y)

Family
history

F389

014

Gly295Ser

1

French

59

Semantic disorders

svFTD

svFTD-ALS

Bulbar (61)

—

7 (†66)

ALS

F242

001

Gly295Ser

1

French

52

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD-ALS

Bulbar (54)

—

6 (†58)

FTD

002

Gly295Ser

1

French

65

Progressive
nonfluent aphasia

nfvFTD

nfvFTD/CBS

—

Park.

3 (alive)

FTD-ALS

001

Ala382Pro

1

French

71

Semantic disorders

svFTD

svFTD-ALS

Spinal (74)

—

7 (†78)

ALS

F016

003

b

Ile383Val

1

French

65

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD-ALS

Spinal (67)

—

3 (†68)

ALS

F332

001

Ile383Val

1

French

63

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

26 (†89)

bvFTD

002

Ile383Val

1

French

51

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

10 (†61)

bvFTD

FAPP007

001

Ile383Val

1

French

51

Semantic disorders

svFTD

svFTD

—

—

4 (alive)

—

D012914

001

Ile383Val

1

Dutch

58

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

23 (†81)

Psy.,
dementia

M008015

001

Ile383Val

1

Dutch

68

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

4 (†72)

Park

Lys263Glu

3

Hungarian

35

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

Park., chorea
gaze palsy

2 (†)

—

F575

1 family17
2 families20,21

1 family10

—
—

Asn267Ser

3, 4

Italian

74

Apathy

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

5 (alive)

—

—

Met359Val

3, 4

Italian

74

Behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

NA

—

—

Asn267Ser/
C9orf72

1

Italian

56

Eating disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

1 (alive)

FTD,
dementia

Asn267Ser/
C9orf72

1

Italian

48

Apathy

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

8 (alive)

FTD,
dementia

1 family22

—

Gly294Val

5

Italian

74

Memory deficit

AD-type

AD-ALS

Bulbar (77)

—

3 (alive)

ALS

23

—

Ala382Thr

1

German

31

Apathy, behavioral
disorders

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

7 (alive)

ALS

1 family11

—

S292del*/
C9orf72

1

Finland

54

Stereotyped
behaviors

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

10 (alive)

FTD

S292del*/
C9orf72

1

Finland

47

Disinhibition

bvFTD

bvFTD

—

—

3 (alive)

FTD

1 family
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Table 1

1 family12

—

Ile383Val

1

Spanish

60

Memory and
language disorders

svFTD

svFTD

—

—

12 (†)

Dementia

1 family24

—

Arg361Thr

3, 5

Swedish

,66

Fluency and
memory deficits

bvFTD

bvFTD-ALS

Spinal (67)

—

2 (†)

ALS

Continued
3

Abbreviations: — 5 absent; AAO 5 age at onset; ALS 5 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; bvFTD 5 behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia; CBS 5 corticobasal syndrome; NA 5 not available; nfvFTD 5 nonfluent
variant of frontotemporal dementia; Park. 5 parkinsonism; Psy. 5 psychiatric disorders; svFTD 5 semantic variant of frontotemporal dementia.
a
1 5 GRN, C9orf72, MAPT, and other FTD/ALS gene; 2 5 GRN, C9orf72, and MAPT genes; 3 5 GRN; 4 5 MAPT gene; 5 5 ALS genes (SOD1, ANG, OPTN, VAPB).
b
Homozygous mutation.

FTD,
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Park.
3 (†)
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1
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1
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—
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NA
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—
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—
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2
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Italian
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2
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Italian

45
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—

NA

ALS
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1 (alive)
NA

FTD, ALS
1 (†)
bvFTD
Behavioral and
language disorders
2
Ala382Thr

Italian

37

bvFTD

—

NA

FTD, ALS
3 (alive)
Behavioral
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2
Ala382Thr

Italian

38

bvFTD

bvFTD

NA

NA
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y
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Patients
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phenotypes, and we reviewed the cases in the
literature to precisely characterize the spectrum
of FTD diseases associated with this genotype.
METHODS Patients. We evaluated 10 patients (8 probands
and 2 relatives) from 8 families (figure 1A) carrying TARDBP
missense mutations. The 8 families (F575, F242, F332, F389,
F016, FAPP007, D012914, and M008015) were identified
through genetic screening of 344 FTD cases. The TARDBP mutations are listed in the table 1. All patients carried heterozygous
mutations, except patients F016-003 (presenting FTD) and
a relative F016-006 (presenting ALS) who carried homozygous
TARDBP mutation, without known familial consanguinity. All
patients were negative for MAPT, GRN, and C9orf72 mutations.
Two cases (F242 and F389) have been briefly reported previously.6

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. This study was approved by the ethic committee of
Pitié-Salpetrière hospital, and all individuals signed informed
consent forms for clinical and genetic studies.

Phenotypic evaluation. All the patients, except the 2 Dutch
cases, were examined by expert neurologists of the French
FTD/ALS clinical and genetic research network, using standard evaluation procedures, in referral memory or ALS clinics.
The basic neurologic examination included evaluation of
movement disorders, apraxia, language impairment, oculomotor abnormalities, and symptoms of ALS. Standardized neuropsychological battery was performed when possible, according
to the severity of the disease (table e-1 at Neurology.org/ng),
additional extended language evaluation was done in patients
with predominant aphasic disorders at onset only. Clinical
data at onset were also taken from patients’ medical records
and interviews of relatives. FTD subtypes and ALS were
diagnosed according to international criteria.1,2,7 Ages at onset
between successive generations within families were compared
using an independent sample t test (significant p value ,0.05).
Pathologic procedures. Brain autopsy was performed in case
M008015-001 by the Netherlands Brain Bank within 4 hours
of death according to the Legal and Ethical Code of Conduct
of the Netherlands Brain Bank. The frontal cortex,
hippocampus, substantia nigra, caudate, cerebellum, and
putamen were studied. Immunohistochemistry was
performed with antibodies directed against TDP-43
(ProteinTech Group; 1:100); hyperphosphorylated tau
(AT-8, Innogenetics; 1:400); amyloid-b protein (Dako;
1:100); a-synuclein (Zymed Laboratories), polyubiquitinbinding protein p62 (BD Biosciences Pharmingen; 1:200).
Comparisons of the phenotypes in TARDBP, GRN,
C9orf72, and MAPT carriers. To compare the FTD phenotypes in TARDBP carriers with other FTD genotypes, we
used an overall population of 29 TARDBP carriers. This
group included our 10 patients and 19 already published cases
presenting dementia without ALS at onset, mostly Italians, identified through a comprehensive review of the literature. Most published cases were isolated case reports or small series that were
diagnosed according to clinical FTD criteria. Major FTD or ALS
genes were excluded in most of the published cases (table 1); 4 of
them also carried a C9orf72 expansion (table 1).
TARDBP carriers were compared with 72 GRN, 188 C9orf72,
and 40 MAPT carriers issued from the French FTD genetic
cohort.8 The populations are described in table 2. The numbers
of patients with bvFTD, nfvFTD, svFTD, and corticobasal
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Table 2

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the 29 TARDBP patients
and of C9orf72, GRN, and MAPT patients from the French cohort
TARDBP

C9orf72

GRN

MAPT

N

29

188

72

40

Age at onset, y, mean (range)

56.3 (31–
74)

57.4 (30–
75)

59.0 (34–
74)

48.1 (17–
66)

Disease duration, y, mean (range)

6.5 (1–26)

9.5 (1–24)

8.3 (1–14)

6.1 (3–13)

bvFTD

21

180

51

35

svFTD

5

2

0

0

nfvFTD

1

4

14

1

CBS

1

2

7

4

AD-like

1

0

0

0

Dementia phenotypes, n

Abbreviations: AD 5 Alzheimer disease; bvFTD 5 behavioral variant of frontotemporal
dementia; CBS 5 corticobasal syndrome; nfvFTD 5 nonfluent variant of frontotemporal
dementia; svFTD 5 semantic variant of frontotemporal dementia.

syndrome (CBS) phenotypes were compared in each group using
the Fisher exact test (significant p value ,0.05, z-score .2.5).
RESULTS Phenotype of the patients. Patients carrying
TARDBP mutations (figure 1A) are described below;

Figure 2

their clinical characteristics are summarized in tables
1 and 2. The ages at onset were significantly earlier in
affected children compared with their affected parents
(21.8 6 9.3, p 5 0.001).
Family F389. Proband 014 presented with semantic
deficit at age 59. At age 61, language and neuropsychological evaluations evidenced predominant verbal
and visual semantic deficits. The semantic score of
the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE)
test was 63/72 (table e-2); recognition of famous faces
(3.5/30) and knowledge of public events (0/10) were
also impaired. He later developed apathy, social
avoidance, indifference to others, bulimia, rituals,
cleansing activities, and mild executive dysfunction
(Wisconsin card sorting test: 6 categories, 7 errors,
5 perseverations). The Frontal Behavioral Inventory
(FBI) score was 26/72. Brain SPECT study revealed
bilateral temporopolar hypoperfusion (figure 2). Bulbar symptoms developed at age 61. At age 64, he had
severe lingual atrophy and diffuse motor deficit scored
4/5. The ALS-FRS bulbar score was 2/12. Death
occurred at age 66. One sibling (011) developed bulbar ALS without dementia at age 57. His father had
isolated ALS at age 73 and died at age 74.

Neuroimaging characteristics of TARDBP carriers

Brain 99mTc-ethylcysteinate dimer-SPECT, FDG-PET, and MRI of 6 patients: F242-001 (A), F575-001 (B), F242-002 (C and E), F389-014 (D), FAPP007001 (F and H), and M008015-001 (G). Note the hypoperfusion and hypometabolism of the temporal pole in the 3 patients F575-001, F389-014, and
FAPP007-001 presenting with semantic dementia.
Neurology: Genetics
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Family F242. Proband F242-001 was apathetic, dis-

inhibited, and developed collectionism, hyperorality,
and stereotypies at age 52. Neuropsychological evaluation 2 years later revealed short-term memory and
attentional deficits (table e-1). The FBI score was
36/72. Brain MRI and 99mTc-ethylcysteinate
dimer (99mTc-ECD)-SPECT showed bilateral
predominantly right frontotemporal involvement
(figure 2). At that time, he developed dysarthria,
dysphagia, and, few months later, left lower limb
motor deficit and fasciculations. The diagnosis of
ALS was confirmed by electromyograms. At age 57,
language was reduced to verbal stereotypies; he had
severe swallowing disorders, tetraparesis, and was
bedridden. The ALS-FRS bulbar score was 3/12,
and the motor score was 12/28. He died at age 58.
His obligate transmitter parent (004) died of suicide
at age 68.
His cousin (002) developed progressive language
disorders characterized by anarthric and reduced
speech output with agrammatism consistent with
nonfluent aphasia at age 65. The BDAE test showed
oral expression difficulties, but preserved verbal comprehension (table e-2). Repetition of words and sentences was impaired, with production of phonemic
paraphasias. Reading was normal; spelling words
was impaired. Oral sentence comprehension was
mildly impaired, mainly for long sentences. The oral
confrontation naming score was 67/80. There was no
buccofacial apraxia or swallowing disorders. Three
years later, he developed right limb apraxia and right
parkinsonian rigidity. He had no signs of ALS. Brain
MRI and 99mTc-ECD-SPECT showed left frontoinsular and parietal involvement (figure 2). The diagnosis was revised to a CBS. His obligate transmitter
parent (003) was neurologically healthy at age 91.
Family F575. Proband 001 presented with predominant verbal and visual semantic deficits consistent
with an svFTD at age 71. Loss of initiative and projects, indifference, joviality, food fads, and imitation
behaviors developed at age 73. The FBI was scored
45/72 at age 74. Neuropsychological evaluations revealed initiation and conceptualization deficits,
reduced phonetic and semantic fluencies, and
impaired performance with picture naming (table
e-1). Brain MRI revealed bifrontal and predominant
temporopolar atrophy. Brain 99mTc-ECD-SPECT
showed marked bilateral temporopolar and frontal
hypoperfusion (figure 2). Spinal ALS occurred at
age 74 and was confirmed by electromyograms. The
patient died at age 78. A proband’s child (002) had
ALS at age 35 and died 3 years later.
Family F016. Proband 003 had behavioral disorders
at age 65. He was apathetic, disinhibited, had fixed
ideas, motor stereotypies, and eating disorders including bulimia with food fads, eating only cheese.
6

Language was reduced with verbal stereotypies. Neuropsychological tests revealed frontal dysfunction
(table e-1). The FBI score was 36/72. Brain MRI
and 99mTc-ECD-SPECT study showed predominant frontotemporal anterior and mild parietal
involvement. A diagnosis of bvFTD was made. At
age 67, he developed spinal ALS confirmed by electromyograms, and died of respiratory distress at age
68. One sib, 006, presented with spinal ALS at age
65 and died 1 year later without behavioral or cognitive changes. The transmitting parent 001 had
chronic psychiatric disorders and died at age 73, without obvious cognitive or motor disorders.
Family F332. Proband 001 presented with excessive
spending, coarseness, irritability, bulimia, and disinhibition at age 63. Brain CT scan showed bilateral
frontotemporal atrophy. Neuropsychological evaluation revealed a frontal cognitive syndrome consistent
with a diagnosis of bvFTD. Behavioral disorders
worsened slowly; he had no motor symptoms at age
87 years and died at age 89.
One child (002) presented with indifference, disinhibition, social withdrawal, and logorrhea at age
51. Brain MRI revealed predominantly right temporopolar atrophy associated with moderate frontal and
hippocampal atrophy. Brain 99mTc-ECD-SPECT
showed bitemporal, lateral, and right inferior prefrontal hypoperfusion. Neuropsychological evaluation at
age 55 revealed a predominant dysexecutive syndrome with deficits in attention, planning, and conceptualization, associated with semantic deficits
(table e-1). A diagnosis of bvFTD was made. At age
61, he developed intermittent dysphagia, but had
no other motor symptoms. He died at age 61.
Family FAPP007. Proband 001 presented with verbal and visual semantic deficits suggesting semantic
variant of FTD, at age 51. The BDAE scores evidenced semantic impairment (word discrimination:
64/72) without phonological, repetition, or writing
deficits at age 54 (tables e-1 and e-2). The Pyramid
and Palm Tree test9 demonstrated semantic verbal
(43/50) and visual (39/50) deficits. Recognition of
famous faces (41/54) and picture denomination
(15/40) were impaired. Brain MRI and fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET revealed bilateral predominantly left temporopolar involvement (figure 2).
Neurologic examination was normal, without motor
deficit at age 55. There was no family history of
neurologic disorders; his parents died at age 78 and
86 without neurologic diseases.
Dutch family D012914. Proband 001 presented with
behavioral changes, excessive spending, impulsivity,
and indifference, was less accurate in housekeeping,
and had prosopagnosia at age 58. A diagnosis of
bvFTD was established. The patient showed slowly
progressive behavioral disturbances and secondarily
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Figure 3

Frequencies of major FTD phenotypes according to the genotype in
TARDBP, GRN, C9orf72, and MAPT carriers

glial cells of cerebellar white matter, as well as few
neuronal inclusions in olivary nuclei. The cerebellar
granular layer did not contain p62-positive TDP-43
inclusions. Amyloid, hyperphosphorylated tau, and
a-synuclein stainings were negative (figure 1B).
Comparisons of the phenotypes in TARDBP, GRN,
C9orf72, and MAPT carriers. The frequency of svFTD

phenotype was higher in TARDBP carriers than in
GRN, C9orf72, and MAPT carriers (p , 0.001,
z 5 4.2). The frequency of nfvFTD was not different
in TARDBP carriers compared with others groups,
but was higher in GRN carriers compared with
C9orf72 carriers (p , 0.001; z 5 5.2). The frequencies of bvFTD and CBS phenotypes were similar in
the 4 groups (figure 3).
The frequency of svFTD phenotype was higher in TARDBP carriers compared with GRN,
C9orf72, and MAPT carriers (p , 0.001). The frequency of nfvFTD was not different in
TARDBP carriers compared with others groups, but was higher in GRN carriers compared
with C9orf72 carriers (p , 0.001). The frequencies of bvFTD and corticobasal syndrome
(CBS) phenotypes were similar in the 4 groups. FTD 5 frontotemporal dementia; nfvFTD 5
nonfluent variant of frontotemporal dementia; svFTD 5 semantic variant of frontotemporal
dementia.

developed verbal semantic deficit and parkinsonism,
but no ALS symptoms. He died at age 81. A parent
presented with psychiatric symptoms and suicide
attempt at age 57 and died at age 64. One sib had
dementia with behavioral changes, without motor
symptoms, before age 70.
Dutch family M008015. Proband 001 presented with
behavioral disturbances such as marked behavioral
disinhibition, chasing unknown young women, and
calling random people in the night, loss of interest,
social withdrawal, and loss of motivation at age 68.
The Mini-Mental State Examination score was 25/
30. Brain MRI showed severe bilateral temporal atrophy (figure 2). He died at age 72 without symptoms
of ALS. One parent had Parkinson disease, and the
other died at age 50 without dementia or other neurologic disorders.
Pathologic characteristics of patient M008015-001. Macroscopically, brain examination showed severe atrophy in the temporal neocortex, and moderate
involvement of frontal gyri, frontal basal gyri, and
insular cortex. TDP-43-positive neuronal inclusions
were present in the hippocampus and in the frontal
cortex. Abundant TDP-43-positive inclusions were
also present in the putamen. Other subcortical
regions, including the substantia nigra, caudate,
and cerebellum, did not show TDP-43-positive
inclusions. p62 staining showed cytoplasmic
positive neuronal inclusions in the frontal cortex,
hippocampus, medulla (d, e, and f in figure 1B,
respectively), and many p62-positive inclusions in

Mutations in the C9orf72 gene is the
most frequent genetic cause of FTD and ALS.3,4
TARDBP mutations are much rarer, and the majority
produce isolated ALS.5 Isolated FTD symptoms at
onset are much less frequent. In this article, we describe
10 new TARDBP patients initially presenting with
isolated FTD symptoms, which is the largest series
with this less common phenotype described so far,
and 19 other cases described separately in the literature.
Notably, 4 cases among the latter10,11 also carried
a pathogenic C9orf72 expansion that could contribute
by itself to the determinism of the clinical presentation.
A remarkably wide range of ages at onset (31–74;
mean 56.3 6 12.6) characterizes TARDBP carriers
(tables 1 and 2). In our French-Dutch series, age at
onset also varied greatly within families, with a mean
difference of 21.8 6 9.3 years in successive generations (p 5 0.001). Age at onset was earlier in children
than in parents’ generations, thus mimicking an
apparent clinical “anticipation” phenomenon in most
families, but this observation should be validated in
larger cohorts. This was particularly remarkable in
family F575, in which an affected offspring developed
disease symptoms ;35 years earlier than his transmitting parent. This observation and the apparently
“sporadic” case FAPP007-001, whose parents died
after age 75 without neurologic disorders, suggest
reduced penetrance. This is further supported by
the obligate transmitter F242-003 who was neurologically healthy at age 91. A precise evaluation of agedependent penetrance in larger cohorts of TARDBP
families is crucial, therefore, to deliver appropriate
counseling to the families.
The behavioral variant of FTD was the most frequent presentation in all FTD cases of the literature
(15/19, table 1) and in our series (6/10). Of note,
nearly half of our patients (4/10) had linguistic or
semantic disorders at onset. One of them had the
diagnosis of nfvFTD, well documented by detailed
DISCUSSION
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clinical and imaging characteristics, and was secondarily diagnosed with CBS based on the occurrence of
parietal signs and parkinsonism. Three patients developed svFTD, which was reported previously in only 2
TARDBP carriers in the literature.12,13 Notably, 1
published case also had tau-pathology at autopsy,
possibly implicating a pathologic comorbidity.12
The 3 new cases of our series now convincingly demonstrate the direct, not coincidental, association
between this rare phenotype and TARDBP mutations. Finally, the frequency of svFTD and nfvFTD
phenotypes is relatively high, reaching 40% in our
cases and 21% in the overall series.
Intriguingly, 3 relatives (including 2 obligate
transmitters) had a medical history of psychiatric
disorders, a feature frequently associated in C9orf72
disease. This observation suggests that psychiatric disturbances could be prodromal symptoms of TARDBP
disease, and should be further investigated in this
genotype also.
Less than half of our patients secondarily developed ALS, 2 years after onset of behavioral disorders.
Of note, 6 patients of our series had no ALS symptoms. Notably, 3 of them (F332-001, F332-002,
and D012914-001) never developed motor symptoms even after long disease duration (10–26 years),
demonstrating that FTD can be the only clinical
manifestation of TARDBP mutations during a long
time, and within a family. This indicates that the
TARDBP gene should be more systematically analyzed after exclusion of the most frequent FTD genes,
even in families with isolated FTD or in patients with
long-lasting FTD.
Notably, 5 families carried the p.Ile383Val mutation, possibly inherited in some of them from an
ancestral founder. This mutation has been identified
previously in 5 other families, all presenting ALS
except one,14,15,12 showing no obvious phenotype–
genotype correlations. Two patients of family F016
carried homozygous p.Ile383Val mutation possibly
resulting from unknown consanguinity. Of interest,
both patients had onset at age 65 but strikingly different phenotypes (bvFTD in one, ALS in the other),
indicating that homozygosity does not result in a specific phenotype. The symptoms do not appear earlier
(age at onset: 65.0 6 0.0 vs 59.8 6 7.5 years) or the
disease seems more severe than in heterozygous carriers, which suggests that a gain of function could be
the predominant pathogenic mechanism.
So far, there are only 4 other neuropathologic reports of FTD cases carrying TARDBP mutations that
showed variable association of TDP-43 inclusions12,16,17
and other proteinopathies such as tau,12 amyloid,16 and
a-synuclein.17 In our case, a TDP-43 pathology was
associated with p62-positive inclusions without any
tau, amyloid, or a-synuclein accumulation. The
8

association of TDP-43 and p62 inclusions can also be
observed in patients carrying C9orf72 expansions.
However, the absence of p62-positive TDP-43negative inclusions in the cerebellar granular layer differentiates our case from C9orf72 expansions.
Together, our and other cases showed that
TARDBP mutations may be responsible for a large
spectrum of phenotypes including bvFTD, svFTD,
nfvFTD, and CBS, in addition to ALS phenotypes. A
large phenotypic variability is also observed in GRN
carriers.18 The clinical presentations are less variable
in C9orf72 carriers, the majority presenting with
bvFTD, ALS, or both disorders, but rarely nfvFTD
or svFTD.8 Our study in a French genetic population
revealed that semantic variants are more frequent in
TARDBP than in GRN, C9orf72, and MAPT carriers
(p , 0.001), whereas nfvFTD is more frequent in
GRN than in other genotypes (figure 3). This indicates that initial semantic or language disorders might
be indicative of a specific genotype, a finding that
could have important implications for diagnostic
strategies in clinical practice.
Finally, approximately 890 patients with FTD
have been screened for TARDBP mutations so far
(table e-3). Compiling these studies, the frequency
of mutations is close to 1% in FTD, although variations may exist between countries. It is important to
underline that this frequency is in the same range as
mutation frequency in isolated patients with ALS
(0.6%–3.3%).14,19,5 This study thus clearly suggests
that TARDBP analysis should also be proposed in all
FTD phenotypes, after exclusion of GRN, C9orf72,
and MAPT, even in the absence of a personal or
family history of ALS.
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